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Abstract. Recently Chen et al. have proposed a RFID access control
protocol based on the strategy of indefinite-index and challenge-response.
They have claimed that their protocol provides optimal location privacy
and resists against man in the middle, spoofed tag and spoofed reader
attacks. However, in this paper we show that Chen et al. protocol does
not provide the claimed security. More precisely, we present the following
attacks on the protocol:

1. Tag impersonation attack.

2. Reader impersonation attack.

3. Location traceability attack.

All attacks presented in this paper have the success probability of ’1’ on
the cost of only one or two runs of protocol.

keyword RFID, Access Control, Spoofed Reader Attack, Authentication,
Desynchronization Attack.

1 Introduction

Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) technology is a new technology that uses
radio frequency in identifying objects, animals and humans includes three enti-
ties: the tag, the reader and the back-end data base. The tag is a constrained mi-
crochip that connects to objects that we want to authenticate or track them and
contact with the reader by antenna. The reader can read or modify tag’s informa-
tion. The back-end data base keeps information related to different tags/readers.

RFID systems have many applications in libraries, e-passports, manufactur-
ing, inventory control, supply chain management, e-health and so on. However,
the main problem that impacts RFID system application is data security. For
example, an RFID system may put the privacy of the object which the tag is
connected to on risk. Hence, for the security concerns, only the authorized read-
ers should be able to read or modify the information on the tags. In addition,
only valid tags should be authenticated by reader and it should be infeasible for
a fake tag to impersonate a legitimate tag. To address this requirement, several



RFID mutual authentication protocols [1–16] and access control protocols [17,
18] have already been proposed in the literatures.

Most of the available access control protocols are based on hash-functions.
Nevertheless, two main drawbacks dissuade for the practical use of hash based-
protocols in an RFID system. Firstly, the resource requirement of hash functions
(circuit size, memory and power consumption) may not be available on a tag
which is supposed to be very chip [19]. Secondly, when we send all data hashed
the search process in the readers would be required, to find a matching between
the values received from the tag and the records stored in the reader, which often
implies a heavy computation load for the back-end data base.

Chen et al. [12] recently proposed a hash based access control protocol. To
improve the search time for the reader, they proposed a novel approach. They
proposed to represent the tag index as (xi, yi) an select two non-parallel random
lines that crosses (xi, yi). Then, they select two random points on each line and
include this information on a matrix. The generated matrix will be multiplied
by a secret matrix and passed to the reader. Since the reader knows the secret
matrix it can extract the tag index. However, we show that their protocol com-
promises privacy location. In addition, we show that a fake tag can impersonate
a legitimate one and an adversary can impersonate a legitimate reader. It will
get worse if we know that the success probabilities of our attacks are almost ’1’
while the complexities are at most two runs of protocol.

Paper Organization : In § 2 we review notations and preliminaries that are
used through the paper. A brief description of Chen et al. protocol is given in § 3.
Our reader impersonation and the tag impersonation attacks on the protocol are
given in § 4 and § 5 respectively. We present our traceability attack on protocol
in section § 6. Finally concluding remarks are presented in § 7.

2 Preliminaries

Throughout this paper, we will use the following notations:

• indexi: Tag’s serial number.
• Keyi: Tag’s secret value.
• h(.): A one way hash function.
• Q: A random number generated by the reader side.
• R: A random number generated by the Tag.
• ω: A square matrix which is stored in all tags.
• ω−1: The inverse matrix of ω which is stored in the reader.
• π: A square matrix generated by tag which includes some in-

formation related to indexi.



• fCRC : A cyclic redundancy check function.
• EKeyi

(.): An encryption function with the key of Keyi.
• DKeyi

(.): The decryption function with the key of Keyi.
• ǫ: The critical response time.
• ⊕: Exclusive-or operation.

3 Chen et al. RFID Access Control Protocol

Recently, Chen et al. [12] proposed an access control protocol for RFID systems.
The proposed protocol includes an authentication mechanism and an access right
authorization mechanism to be used in low-cost RFID systems. The protocol,
see also Figure 1, works as follows:

1. The reader generates a random number Q and sends it to the tag.
2. As the tag receives Q, it generates a random number R and computes γ =

h(Keyi ⊕ Q ⊕ R). To keep the tag’s location private the serial number is
pre-processed to be different in each access. The tag index is included in a
matrix π as follows:
(a) Use the tag index as a tuple denoted by (xi, yi).
(b) Generated two non parallel lines crossed on tag index denotes by L1 and

L2 respectively.
(c) Select two random points on L1 and denote them by (x1, y1) and (x2, y2).
(d) Select two random points on L2 and denote them by (x3, y3) and (x4, y4).
(e) Generate π matrix as follows:

π =





x1 y1 x2

y2 x3 y3

x4 y4 R ⊕ Q





3. The tag computes matrix product π.ω and passes it along with γ to the
reader.

4. As the reader receives (π.ω, γ), it pass (π.ω, γ,Q) to the back-end data base.
5. The back-end data base obtains π matrix by multiplying ω−1 to π.ω and

obtains tag index (xi, yi) and R from π.
6. Given tag index, the back-end data base retrieves the tag’s secret value Keyi

from data base and verifies whether γ
?
= h(Keyi ⊕ Q ⊕ R). In the case of

equality, it authenticates the tag, computes α = h(Keyi ⊕ R) and sends
Keyi, R and α to the reader.

7. Reader passes α to the tag.
8. Once the tag receives α, at first it checks that the response time is shorter

than ǫ. Then, it verifies whether α
?
= h(Keyi⊕R) to authenticate the reader.

If tag authenticated the reader the reader would be authorized to access the
ciphertext C in the tag, where the tag sends C and related check value
V = h(fCRC(C) ⊕ Keyi ⊕ R) to the reader.

9. As the reader receives C and V , the reader checks the integrity of C by
comparing the received V with h(fCRC(C) ⊕ Keyi ⊕ R). In the case of
equality, the reader decrypts C with the Keyi as M = DecKeyi

(C).



Fig. 1. Chen et al.’s RFID access control protocol.

10. Whenever the reader desires to modify data M ′ to the tag, it encrypts new
information M ′ with the Keyi as C′ = EKeyi

(M ′) and sends C′ with its
check value V ′ = h(fCRC(C′) ⊕ Keyi ⊕ R) to the tag.

11. Once the tag receives the message it verifies whether V ′
?
= h(fCRC(C′) ⊕

Keyi ⊕ R) to update C to C′.

The authors claimed that the above protocol satisfies the following goals for
an RFID system:

– guarantees the mutual authentication.
– provides the location privacy.
– resists the man-in-the-middle attack.
– resists to the spoofed reader attack.
– resists to the spoofed tag attack.

4 Reader Impersonation attack

Chen et al. [12] claim that their protocol is resistant against the spoofed reader
attacks. More precisely, the authors state that to impersonate the reader, given
γ = h(Keyi ⊕ Q ⊕ R), the adversary at least requires to find a preimage for
h(.) to obtain Keyi ⊕ Q ⊕ R and generate a valid α = h(Keyi ⊕ R). However,
we present a rather simple attack which can impersonate a legitimate reader as
follows:

1. The adversary supplants a legal reader in a mutual authentication session
and sends Q = 0 to the tag.



2. As the tag receives Q, it generates a random number R and computes γ =
h(Keyi ⊕R⊕Q) and generate the matrix π following the given approach on
the protocol description. Then, it replies with the tuple (γ, π.ω).

3. Recall that the adversary had selected Q = 0 so we have:

γ = h(Keyi ⊕ R ⊕ Q) = h(Keyi ⊕ R ⊕ 0) = h(Keyi ⊕ R)

Hence, when the adversary is expected to send some value as α, it just replies
with the received γ as α and passes it to the tag.

4. As the tag receives α, which is equal to h(Keyi⊕R), it will authenticate the
adversary as a legitimate reader.

The success probability of the given attack is ’1’ while the complexity is only
a single run of protocol. Hence, despite of the authors claim, the protocol is
vulnerable to the reader impersonation attack.

5 Tag Impersonation attack

The authors [12] claim that their protocol is resistant against the spoofed tag
attacks. More precisely, similar to their argument for the spoofed reader, the
authors state that to impersonate the tag, a fake tag needs X̄ = Keyi ⊕ R to
generate a valid γ = h(Keyi⊕Q⊕R) = h(X̄⊕Q). Therefore, they have claimed
that the tag impersonation costs 2n/2 in average. However, we show that their
assumption is not correct and, to impersonate a legitimate tag, an adversary
does not necessarily require X̄ = Keyi ⊕R. At the follows, we present an attack
which can impersonate a legitimate tag in a rather easy way:

1. The adversary eavesdrops a run of protocol and stores the tag replay to the
reader query Q which is the (γ, π.ω) tuple.

2. In the future, to impersonate the tag, on receiving Q′ the adversary replies
with the stored tuple (γ, π.ω) as the expected (γ′, π′.ω), where γ = h(Keyi⊕

R ⊕ Q) and:

π =





x1 y1 x2

y2 x3 y3

x4 y4 R ⊕ Q





3. As the back-end data base receives the tuple (Q′, γ′, π′.ω), it retrieves the
matrix π′ as follows:

π′ = π′.ω.ω−1 = π.ω.ω−1 = π =





x1 y1 x2

y2 x3 y3

x4 y4 R ⊕ Q





4. Given the matrix π′ and Q′, the back-end data base assigns R ⊕ Q ⊕ Q′ to
R′ which is used on the verification of received γ′. In addition, given π′ = π,
the back-end data base extracts the tag index (xi, yi) correctly and retrieves
the related Keyi from data base.



5. To authenticates the tag the back-end database verifies whether γ′
?
= h(Keyi⊕

Q′ ⊕ R′), where, given that R′ = R ⊕ Q ⊕ Q′, we have:

h(Keyi⊕Q′⊕R′) = h(Keyi⊕Q′⊕R⊕Q⊕Q′) = h(Keyi⊕Q⊕R) = γ = γ′

6. The reader will authenticate the adversary as a legitimate tag.

The success probability of the given attack is ’1’ while the complexity is only
two runs of protocol. Hence, despite of the authors claim, the protocol is also
vulnerable to tag impersonation attack.

6 Traceability Attack on the Mutual Authentication

Protocol

In this section we show how Chen et al. protocol puts at stake the location
privacy of tags’ holders because it is possible to track tags with the probability
of ’1’. Our traceability attack follows the used approach to mount the reader
impersonation attack on the protocol, presented in § 4. However, in this attack,
the adversary continues the protocol to receive the stored C value in the tag.
More precisely, to trace a tag Ti, an adversary A can follow the steps described
below:

1. A supplants a legal reader in a mutual authentication session and sends
Q = 0 to the tag.

2. As the tag receives Q, it generates a random number R and computes γ =
h(Keyi ⊕ R ⊕ Q) and generates the matrix π following the given approach
on the protocol description. Then, it replies with the tuple (γ, π.ω).

3. Recall that the adversary had selected Q = 0, so we have:

γ = h(Keyi ⊕ R ⊕ Q) = h(Keyi ⊕ R ⊕ 0) = h(Keyi ⊕ R)

Hence, A just replies with the received γ as the expected α to be sent to Ti.
4. As the tag receives α, which is equal to h(Keyi ⊕R), it will authenticate A

as a legitimate reader.
5. When tag authenticates A as a legitimate reader, it would be authorized

to access the ciphertext C in the tag where the tag replies with C and the
related check value V = h(fCRC(C) ⊕ Keyi ⊕ R).

6. A stores C.
7. In the future, given Tj, A runes the above steps again to receive the stored

C′ of Tj.
8. If C′ = C then the adversary conclude that Tj is the target Ti.

As long as a legitimate reader does not update the stored decrypted value
in Tj an adversary which follows the above attack would be able to trace Ti.
In addition, if the adversary presents during the protocol run that change the
encrypted value to C′, it can store C and trace Ti based on this value. The
success probability of the above attack is 1 − 2−n, where n is the length of
ciphertext C , and the complexity is two runs of protocol.



7 Conclusion

In this paper we analyzed the security of Chen et al.’s RFID access control
protocol and demonstrated several successful attacks against the protocol. We
showed that this protocol does not resist against spoofed reader and spoofed
tag. In addition, we demonstrated a traceability attack on protocol which can
be applied to protocol between two data updating. The success probabilities of
attacks are almost ’1’ and the complexities are at most two runs of protocol.
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